ACE EAS Pedestal Installation and Setup Guide
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This guide will assist layout and installation of EAS Pedestals. Always set up and test the system for
performance on-site before drilling holes in the floor and mounting the pedestals. ACE systems are
ideally used for small exits (three or less pedestals) or for cash desk installations.
The Ecomm should be pre-configured before arriving. The EAS Master Pedestal needs to be connected
to a Windows computer through the store network at all times. The pedestals need to be placed away
from LCD monitors/screens and away from Halogen lights. These monitors and lights may cause
interference with the pedestals, but not with the transmitters.
Before starting please remove the four screws on the bottom plate and remove it from the pedestal.
Also remove the flexible side panel for access to control board on both pedestals.

The ACE EAS Pedestal system does not include a power cord. A standard “D” power cable can supply
the power to the unit. If preferred, a custom plug can be made using the adapter provided.

After the flexible side panel is removed from the master, three connections need to be made. These
connections are the 15.7v AC power adapter, RJ-45 to the local network, and RX1 cable to slave
pedestal.
Only one connection needs to be made on the slave pedestal. This is the RX1 cable from the master
pedestal.
Please see the diagrams on the following pages for setup assistance.
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Master TX EAS Pedestal

Interior Layout
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ecomm device power connection, 15.7v AC adapter included with order
RJ-45 connection to local area network (store's network)
RS-232 connection to RS-232 port on main board (#7) (should be connected by default)
RX1 connection to slave EAS pedestal 1
RX2 connection to slave EAS pedestal 2 (if necessary)
RJ-45 connection to people counter at the top of the unit (should be connected by default)
RS-232 connection to Ecomm device (should be connected by default)

Connections #1, #2, and #4 need to be made for the pedestal to work. For RX1 and/or RX2
connections, please use the white cable that comes with the RX units. This is not a standard CAT5
cable. It uses a RJ50 connection with 10 wires. Please do not try to cut or recrimp ends on this cable
as this may cause the unit(s) to not operate correctly. Please use rubber floor conduit to cover any
wire between pedestals.
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Slave RX EAS Pedestal

Interior Layout
1. Connection to RX1 on Master TX unit.
2. Jumper connection for people counter, must be on both pins (should be connected by default)
3. RJ45 connection to people counter in the top of the unit (should be connected by default)
The RX1 cable needs to be connected to the port shown on #1.
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Deactivator

The key for the Deactivator is inside of the unit. The plastic cover can be easily removed to get the
keys.
Two connections need to be made from the Deactivator. Make sure the unit has power and the sensor
pad is connected. The sensor pad allows the tags to be deactivated after purchase.
Included with the Deactivator is a USB hardware key that plugs into a USB port on any windows PC.
Please connect this to any PC that has an Internet connection before calling Tech Support for software
setup help. This USB hardware key is used to access the devices through the Windows based software
that Tech Support will install. There is also an RS-232 connection that will need to be connected to the
Deactivator for setup. If you have multiple Deactivators, Tech Support will need to set each of them up
at each register. Tech Support will walk through this process.
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